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I am pleased to forward the report of the proceedings of the
In-Space Engineering Research and Technology Panel that met at the
NASA Langley Research Center on May 21-22, 1985. The results of the
meeting have been reviewed with Ray Colladay, Phil Culbertson, and
members of their staffs.
The panel's task was to review the Office of Aeronautics and
Technology's (OAST's) activi;kes related to: identifying and
implementing an in-Spacs research and technology development (Rb
program requirit ►g the use of the space station system and the
ident i fication of requirements for in-space support of projected
",Livity.
The review indicates that OAST is aware of the kinds of things
that need to be considered and done to bring into being a real RAT
program. But it is reasonably clear to me that OAST has to move very
energetically and effectively to bring into being a real, funded
program that represents the full spectrum of user interests, including
the Department of Defense. The panel has provided comments on how
this objective might be approached. This is not an easy task and will
need top level management attention.
A key problem will be funding. But,
projected requirements or the outlook for
The panel believes that OAST, in the national interest, should
begin to build a space RAT constituency to help define and advocate
programmatic and support requirements and to build the required
program. OAST has the charter for such action and should more full
exercise it.
Amc,ng other important matters that the pant! believes need fuller
attention are: the use of space to build a fundamental phenomena data
base; establishment of representative costs for R&T in the space
station to allow investment judgments to be made; and assistance to
universities in building astronautics curricula and related course
work material.
The panel report expands on rb-Fe and other matters that it
believes require early NASA management attention. One matter of
special interest to OAST not addressed by the panel due to very
limited data was the te ,.- knical content of the program plans. This is
a matter of obvious importance that must be resol ved relatively early.
A point of special interest to the ASEB: NASA requested the panel
to consider the establishment of a committee to address on a
continuing basis OAST's in-space RST activity. The panel concurred
that such a committee would be useful, but considered the matter more
appropria`= for direct discussion between OAST and the ASEB.
Our deliberations and comments are intended to be constructive.
It is hoped they are of value to NASA in the structuring and
implementation of this important program.
/-3 t7
Richard W. Hesselbacher
Chairman, Panel on In--Space
Engineering Research and
Technology Development
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Preface
In 1984, at the request of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board
(ASEB) undertook a study of NASA's space station program. The results
of this study by the ASEB's ad hoc committee on Space Station
Engineering and Technology Development were published this year. NASA
found the study useful and asked the ASEB to continue examination of
the evolving space station program through a series of more specific
studies on these subjects:
r. maintainability
i research and technology in space
• solar thermodynamics research and technology
• program performance
• onboard command and control
s research and technology road maps
This report of proceedings documents the second of this series of
studies, research and technology in space. The study was intented to
provide NASA with comments on: activity related to definition, devel-
opment, and implementation of an engineering research and technology
development program requiring the space station and on the support
required of the space station for this program.
The panel consisted of selected members of the committee and
representatives from industry with special knowledge and experience in
the science, art, and engineering pertinent to space engineering
research and technology development. The panel was briefed by NASA,
industry, and university representatives involved and experienced in
space research and technology. NASA also identified some of the
Issues they wanted the panel to address. These matters were discussed
by the panel and summary observations were developed.
This report of proceedings contains a brief synopsis of the
presentations to the panel, notes on the discussion of the panel, and
a summary of the panel's observations for NASA's consideration. For
completeness, a set of presentation material is appended.
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Introduct;on
BACKGROUND
In 1984 the ad hoc committee on Space Station Engineering and
Technology Development of the Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board
(ASEB) con_4 _cted a review of the Natioaal Aeronautics and Space
Administration's (NASA's) space station program planning. The review
addressed Ithe initial operating configuration (IOC) cf the station.
The committee's study was r=leabed in February 1985. NASA factored
the results of the study into its Phase B (concept and prelimina-y
design) request for proposals issjed to industry in September 1984 and
awarded in April 1985.
As a result of this work, NASA asked the ASEB to reconstitute the
ad hoc committee to address:
• onboard maintainability and repair
• in-space research and recl,uoiugy program and facility plans
• solar thermodynamic research and technology development program
planning
• program performance (cost estimating, management, and cost
avoidance)
• onboard versus ground-based mission control
• technology development road maps from IOC to the growth station
The objective of these new assignments is to provide NASA with
advice on ways and means for improving the content, performance,
and/or effectiveness of these elements of the space station program.
In response, the ASEB has reconstituted the ad hoc committee which
then established panels to address each subject. The participants of
the panels come from the committee, industry, and universities,
providing each panel with individuals experienced in the area of
special interest.
In view of NASA's interest in program definition and development, it
was decided t-iat the subjects of maintainability, program perform,:nee,
MR
F .
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zand onboard mission control would be addressed
focusing on concepts, system design, and organization.
It was decided that the subjects of research and technology in
space, solar thermodynamic research and technology development, and
technology development road maps would be addressed in workshops that
focus on NASA program activity and plans.
To ex-edite the documentation and dissemination of the information,
the deliberations of the panels are being reported as proceedings.
The proceedings of the Panel on Maintainability were published in May
1985. The proceedings of the Panel on In-Space Engineering Research
and Technology Development are presented in this report.
THE PANEL ON IN-SPACE ENGINEERING RESEARCH
AND TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT
The initial task statement for the Panel on In-Spaco Engineering
Research and Technology Development (R&T) noted that:
NASA will outline its activity and plans for identifying
and developing R&T programs to be conducted by the space
station and related in-space support needs including module
requirements. Included will be consideration of Ilse of the
station for R&T for other government agencies, universities,
and industry.
The panel will review these activities and plans with the
intent of helping to assure that an in-space R&T capability is
being pursued effectively. NASA needs to resolve not only the
nature of the projected R&T programs and the support and
facility requirements but also its role in developing,
supporting, and servicing the program. Is NASA's role the
same as that for ground-based space RAT?
This statement was expanded by a set of issues identified by NASA:
The space station, with its projected capabilities and
associated opportunities;, is stimulating a reassessment of
long-range plans throughout the space community--by planners,
designers, developers, and risers. The Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology (OAST) recognizes that the space station
era may require new approaches to planning and implementing
Its technology development programs arid, In a broader sense,
that its role within the technology community may change. For
this reason, OAST welcomes the opportunity to meet with the
ASEB Space Station ad hoc Committee and begin a dialogue to
Identify and discuss key issues that OAST should address a3 it
Initializes its planning process to capitalize on the space
station R&T opportunity. Questions that might stimulate the
dialogue are:
3• Will the space station RbT opportunity require new planning
and budgeting strategies? Will it support a single agency
in-space experiment program?
• The IOC space station is 8-10 years away--How specific can
we or should we get in experiment definition recognizing
that technology is a "moving" target?
• Is there a "technology" community akin to the space science
community? Who are its principal members? Can it be
organized and represented? How can OAST become its leader?
• 'ahat is an appropriate role for OAST in the selection of
technology experiments to be conducted on the space station?
--Consultant?
--Advocate?
--Broker?
--Prioritizer?
NASA commented further that it was specifically interested in the
panel's views on program content related to operational support
requirements, kinds of experiments, and, where possible, specific
experiments.
The proceedings reported herein cover the panel's meeting at the
NASA Langley Research Center on May 21-22, 1985. The list of panel
members and participants is presented on pages v-vi. The panel was
briefed by NASA, industry, and university representatives; it held a
general discussion of these briefings; and then, as a group, developed
a set of simple statements summing up their findings. These activities
are reported here. Comments are reported without attribution.
zBriefings
The graphics used for the briefings are presented in Appendix B.
The following paragraphs summarize the briefings and include related
panel comments where pertinent.
Research and Technology Development Overview--Paul Holloway, NASA
Langley Research Center The Langley Research Center (LaRC) has the
responsibility for the development and maintenance of the NASA Space
Station Mission Data Base. The data base covers: science, applica-
tions, commercial, and technology development missior elements. It
also notes the source of the mission data (including foreign country)
and the project approval status.
The Offices of Space Station (OSS) and Space Science and Applica-
tions (OSSA) are further ahead in the process of defining space station
payloads than is the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST).
This is largely attributed to the fact that OSS and OSSA have an
infrastructure/constituency in Fla a and OAST does not.
OAST is concerned about too early an involvement in supporting
experiment development given changing needs and priorities associated
with long program development times. For the Shuttle, OAST invested
in and carried for extended periods of time experiments that were not
flown because of Shuttle schedule delays and manifest priorities, as
well as changing needs. OAST waits to avoid this in the space station
program.
OSS needs to fix on its general/preliminary space station system
support requirements by January or February 1986 so that these
requirements can be factored into the preliminary design of the
station. Thus, there is a need to define, at a minimum, the types of
payloads and the range of support requirements (i.e., power, space,
weight, and services).
OAST has the responsibility for serving as the representative of
the technolugy and technology users community, i.e., universities,
4
5industry, and other government agencies. However, outside of NASA's
OAST field centers, OAST does not have an infrastructure the equivalent
of that of OSSA. This requ'res attention as does the question of
resources to support the development of such an infrastructure.
OAST_ believes that a special research and technology development
(R&T) committee within the structure of the National Research Council's
Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB) would be of special
value in assisting OAST in identifying program content and helping to
bridge the gap in the current interfaces with industry, universities,
the Department of Defense (DOD), and other government agencies.
R&T Planning Status--James Romero, NASA Headquarters The engineering
research and technology development program plans identified by OAST
for the mission data base have provided a gross set of space station
system accommodation requirements. Most of this input comes from the
NASA field centers and limited general studies by contractors.
However, these representative payloads have no official status. They
are not supported by budgets for the definition and development of
supporting projects and plans. It is intended that this meeting
assist in the initiation of a firm program definition and content
process.
Space Station Utilization--William P. Raney, NASA Headquarters Space
station utilization program status and user activities including
technology development and demonstrations were addressed, as was the
general space station schedule.
The Phase B definition effort will be completed by February 1.986 to
be followed by preliminary design. The final design and development
(Phases C and D) effort is expected to start in late 1986. These
dates may slip because of budget constraints. The present plan calls
for space station operations to start in late 1992 or early 1993.
The mission .-lodeling to date indicates the need for some technology
module capability in the early space station system. There are
indications that a at-ong case can be made for a dedicated module in
the growth space stating.
The mission data base calls for use of the space station itself and
its operating elements--the orbital maneuvering vehicle and the space
platforms in compatible and polar orbits. The NASA Johnson Space
Center (JSC) will manage all of the engineering and systems integration
effort for the space station. The planned budget of $8 billion is
holding for the initial operating configuratior. (IOC). 'ro this, it is
anticipated that foreign governments will add some $3 billion. At
this time, it appears that NASA Headquarters will be responsible for
payload manifesting, in particular where foreign governments are
involved.
6The need for and the specifics of dedicated modules are not fully
resolved. There may be some adjustment in work packages as concept
work on the station and payloads progresses. However, it is reasonably
clear that experiments definition and development will be kept separate
from the module/accommodation definition and development that will be
assigned to specific NASA centers. (The work package assignments,
related contractors, and key contractor tasks are presented in Raney's
charts, Appendix B.)
There is active foreign interest in the space station program.
Agreements of participation have been reac l-.ed on related Phase B
activity with the Europeans, Canadians, and Japanese.
The European Space Agency (ESA) will be working on the design of a
pressurized laboratory module. A question here is whether or not the
ESA module would replace a U.S. module or represent an additional
capability. Furthermore, the British are working on a platform for
polar launch for ESA. At present, the system is too heavy (10,000
pounds) for the Shuttle.
The Canadians are interested in extending their work with manipu-
lators (used on the Shuttle) to include servicing and assembly
facilities.
The Japanese are interested in experiment modules. They also appear
to have a serious interest in developing their own space station
system, including logistics modules and orbital maneuvering vehicles.
How all of this gets sorted out, including the U.S. concern over
technology transfer and the high probability of competition later, has
not been resolved. This is a difficult, complex matter.
The Phase B request for proposal (RFP) identified projected user
requirements (RFP, Appendix C-2). Current contractor concept efforts
will provide a functional users' requirements Envelope that will be
factored into the space station design requirements. These require-
ments will result in what the users will have on the station and what
they will need to design their payloads to accommodate, including crew
requirements. The underlying module philosophy will follow the
principles of growth and flexibility since facility design requires
lead time over specific payload definition and design. Skylab
experience supports the position that users should be viewed as
tenants, i.e., they should provide their own support requirements and
not rely on standard, built-in equipment.
Space station system user requirements have evolved from initial
ideas, NASA contracted studies in 1982, and a series of workshops. A
workshop in 1984, which brought in the international community, led to
setting the functional requirements for the Phase B studies. The
general trend has been to identify more and more needs. A major
problem is to convert ideas to real, funded programs.
7Since the issuance of the RFP, the Canadians have experienced
budget problems, as has the ESA group. The ESA group will address
infrastructures, however, the individual countries will budget for
their own payloads. The Japanese have a well-organized and supported
effort.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration is interested
fn establishing an international users group to use polar platforms
for earth observations.
U.S. commercial interests have increased but funding support is not
projected to be very great.
Within NASA, OAST has Increased interest and activity but needs to
broaden its constituency and convert ideas to real programs. OSSA has
been examining the program and begun to make adjustments that reflect
more realistic budget projections.
DOD has not vet taken specific steps to dialogue with NASA on space
station system use. However, there is some movement on this matter.
DOD has inaicated that they may be ready for definitive discussions on
technology experiments in summer 1985.
The trends in user-stated requirements have been: a decrease in
Interest in co-orbiting platforms (small for both IOC and the growth
station); a large increase in polar platforms (3 for IOC and 12 for
the growth station); and a large increase in support from the manned
elements of tite station as in Table 1.
These high user demands raise several serious problems. Is this
still a want list, not supported by real program and budget commit-
ments? The requirements do not reflect possible DOD use. Will
budgets support both payload development and operations? The earth
sciences and applications payloads require flight in polar orbits and
on smaller platforms than those initially conceived for the space
station system. Europeans and others see a need for subgravity levels
of 10-6 to 10-11, values not attainable by the inhabited space
station (10-5 for limited periods).
TABLE 1	 User Stated Requirements
Growth
IOC station
Electric power, kW 123 375
User crew, number 14 27
Pressurized volume, M3 169 405
Payload, dedicated STS launches/year 14 12
8All of this indicates problems in two major areas: the ability to
accommodate the definition and development of all of these payloads
and the ability to provide the operational support from workload,
transportation, and budget considerations. Shuttle limitations from
payload and logistic considerations are becoming a major concern.
At this time, about 60 percent of the projected payloads reflects
science and applications interest; 20 percent, engineering technology
activity; and the other 20 percent, foreign, commercial, and other
work. OAST represents about 10 percent of the portion of technology
effort and requires a significant amount of launch and extra vehicular
activity.
This adds up to the fact that, as currently documented, the stated
requirements for the manned elements of the space station exceed
support capability as constrained by realistic budgets and support
capacity. The sum of the integrated requirements are too great to be
used for design. Thus, the program will not select payloads, preclude
users, or allocate station resources at this time.
For design guidance, the program has taken the following actions
to provide a more realistic assessment of payload support and
accorlmodation requirements:
• Canada, ESA, Japan--Reduce first 3 years to 80 percent, use 100
percent thereafter
• U.S. Commercial, Materials Related--Reduce first 3 years to 80
percent, use 100 percent thereafter. Do not include related
NASA/OSSA work (assume support needs covered in commercial
prospects)
• U.S. Commercial, General--Provide a block allocation in late 1990s
• OSSA, General Science--Reduce first 3 years to 80 percent and 50
percent thereafter (because outyear prospects have not been
examined for program and budget realism)
• OSSA, Life Science--Reduce to 80 percent all years
• OAST, Technology Development--Reduce first 4 years to 10 percent
and 50 percent thereafter (because of apparent lack of funding
support)
The last area, OAST Technology Development, is of some concern in
several respects. The program may well require upward adjustment. It
does not reflect the technology development requirements of DOD or
necessarily the full interests of other government agencies, univer-
sities, or industry. However, it is believed that the space station
system can accommodate OAST's technology development support
requirements.
The source of the budget to support the presently projected OAST
workload is not evident. In addition, the projected OAST program
would place heavy requirements on launch support (because of large
Items to be assembled) which adds to the budget question. These
matters need to be addressed.
9By using the above assumptions/corrcztion factors, the major manned
elements of the station can be unloaded as reflected in Table 2. These
numbers are still large but considered manageable. User requirements
and issues will continue to be worked on to provide a realistic
capability/support envelope for station design. In the end, payload
design has to take into account space station capability. All payloads
will compete for space and services. The selection process has yet to
be developed.
In summary:
• Current user planning does not include DOD. The department will
want privacy, but it is anticipated that foreign groups will object.
However, foreign and commercial users will also demand privacy.
This matter will have to be addressed.
• OSSA needs to address the outyear work to assure focus and realism.
• Space station growth has not received sufficient attention; this
needs work as does related budgets.
OAST needs to broaden its representation and address the budget
issue. OAST, in representing industry, should consider industry
use of independent research and development funding. Possibly, the
ASEB could assist in examining and advising on this matter.
OAST Program Development Strategy--John L. Anderson, NASA. Headquarters
It is OAST's intention to be postured to utilize fully the space
station for R&T purposes. Part of the process is to establish an
effort directed at expanding the in-space R&T base through an
increased OAST joint venture and collaborative activity with the R&T
user community.
The objectives of the program will include: support of discipline
technologies; verification/validation of predictive methods during
construction, assembly, and operation of the space station system;
TABLE 2 Adjusted Requirements
Growth
IOC	 station
Electric power, kW 80 375
Data to ground, MBPS 14 135
Attached payloads, number 9 13
Pressurized volume, M3 120 330
User crew 10 20
Shuttle dedicated launches, number 4 9
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utilization of the Shuttle and other in-space carriers for precurso•:
work; and representing the broad technology user community in planning
and advocacy for in-space R&T.
Implementation efforts are preliminary but are starting to serve
the above goal and objectives.
OAST has used the Shuttle to extend ground-based R&T. There is a
real interest in the promise of the space station system for extending
the R&T base for work that is difficult or impossible to accomplish
on-the-ground or in limited-duration space flight.
To help identify technology areas of future interest, a mission
matrix was developed. This space-operations time matrix (through the
year 2010) for different types of activity (transportation, spacecraft,
and large space systems) was constructed to show types of future
systems/missions, not specific missions, of interest. Transportation
systems include unmanned and advanced manned transporters that could
go to the moon. Spacecraft includes advanced platforms suitable for
earth observations and others suitable for flights to the outer
planets. Large space systems include antennas and reflector structures
and structures for lunar, and later planetary, bases. Potential
military interests are not reflected in the matrix.
OAST's Shuttle-based R&T reflects primarily in-house activity and
interests. There has been some DOD involvement (experiments on the
LDEF, long-duration exposure facility), but relatively little industry
involvement in the program other than as hardware cu«tractors. It is
recognized that more direct industry and university involvement in the
definition, development, and operation of experiments is desirably, and
would be beneficial. A practical problem is funding to stimulate and
support such involvement.
It is OAST's position that in the near term it needs to: provide
R&T requirements to support space station design; characterize space
station R&T options; identify/advocate precursor in-space R&T; and, in
the process, begin to exercise effectively a role of integrating
constituency requirements for in-space RAT.
The OSS data base for engineering R&T missions has been under
definition for some 2 112 years. However, most of the payloads
identified come from an early list of potential technology experiments
used to scope space station support requirements. Thus, the list does
not provide appropriate time lines, priorities, and cluster
requirements. Program voids are being identified and filled. Many of
these, as might be expected, are interdisciplinary. The whole data
base needs to be, and is being, reexamined for appropriateness in view
of projected missions.
OAST has selected the following preliminary research clusters to
focus its in-space R&T effort and provide the framework for its FY 1987
program and budget:
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• large flexible structures
• automation and robotics
• contamination and environment effects
• fluid behavior and management
This planning process is just getting under way; this list is not
necessarily complete.
OAST plans to refine its in-space R&T concepts and develop an
envelope of experimental support, related in-space service, and
facility requirements. These data will be used to refine the
programmatic clusters and themes. However, serious questions
regarding the program need to be resolved, i.e., identification of
technology -equirements, technical program content, and program
budgets.
It was observed that these activities should involve a constituency
other than NASA R&T center people, actions to gain appropriate
funding, and precursor work plans. It was also noted that this
planning process needs to be sustained to help build an active
constituency.
The present in-space R&T program plan for FY 1987 (proposed as an
augmentation to the FY 1986 budget) envisions and encompasses:
• Space structures/control--i.:ialytical studies, precursor work on the
Shuttle, and use of the space station itself as a
structures/controls R&T model as well as a base for independent R&T
• Contamination/environment--use of the Shuttle as a test base and
continued activity with and on the space station
• Automation and robotics--use of Shuttle as a test facility with
progressive iicreases in ability to handle complex experiments
(i.e., two-arm teleoperations, robots and free-flying multiple
robots with common work objective)
The end objective here is to provide a facility capability (space
station) for potential investigators. A question is left open:
Will NASA/OAST provide operational support for others to use such a
facility as it does for wind tunnel R&T?
Another area of special interest is technology development that will
allow autonomous operation of space systems, decreasing the level of
ground support. Planning for this activity is just getting under way.
On- area of particular technical responsibility should b:
characterization of the onboard ani external environments associated
with space station system operation and development of technologies
for limiting the environmental effects.
The theme concept is being pursued by OAST as a means for orga-
nizing, budgeting, acid selling the in-space engineering R&T program.
This kind of presentation may be important for outside exposure, but it
is the substance of the program (behind the themes) that is of funda-
mental importance. NASA also has a responsibility for identifying and
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integrating the needs and structuring and representing the program and
supporting budgets including, of course, the related NASA budget to
stimulate and support the activity.
OAST is preparing a draft in-space R&T program development plan.
It will be available for review in early FY 1986. This will evolve
from current exploratory (field center) studies to define space
scation R&T thrusts and OAST's integration of the data.
OAST sees the programmatic issues as being:
• R&T needs and related operational requirements
• critical are-s with the greatest leverage from in-space R&T
• criteria for evaluating and prioritizing in-space R&T
• R&T support that should be built into the space station
General commentary reflected the following:
• NASA recognizes the major elements and kinds of actions needed for
program definition, development, and implementation.
• There is a need for a more definitive set of broad and specific
objectives for the in-space engineering R&T program.
• What is addressed currently represents more of a budget than a
program definition and support strategy.
• OAST needs to broaden the R&T input base reflecting customer/user
interests and inputs and to build the related constituency for
program structuring and support.
• It is recognized that the above may well require budget adjustments
for program definition and support, but this is an integral part of
the planning.
LaRC Space Station Organization--W. Ray Hook, NASA LaRC The LaRC
Space Station Office [three divisions--Evolutionary Definition (ED),
Systems Engineering and Integrat i on (SE), and Technology (T)] has been
assigned the following support roles:
• definition of the evolutionary (growth) spact2 station (Phase A and
B studies) including mission growth (ED)
• support the JSC, Level B, Systems Engineering and Integration
Office (SE)
• technology transfer to Level C activities and mission model
development support (T)
Specifically, the Technology Office is responsible for interfacing
with the Level C centers and contractors and for these technology
activiites:
• develop, coordinate, and manage technology tasks and budget for
Level B activity
• develop the data base
• represent all users
• develop and maintain an outreach program
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• help assure space station accommodation of users
• involve customers (users) in program
The La RC Space Station Office is developing an interface with NASA's
Commercialization Office and its industry activity.
Space Station Technology Ut i lization Activity--Richard A. Russell,
NASA LaRC The identification of technology payloads for the space
station has been an iterative process (as was noted earlier). The
process made use of in-house and contractor inputs and provided the
input to the mission modeling and space station , ccommodation analyses
reviewed by Dr. Raney. Table 3 summarizes this activity.
It is important to note that the missions developed in this process
do not necessarily have NASA program office endorsement or support.
The areas of interest include work related to materials and structures,
energy conversion, propulsion, controls, human factors, and systems
TABLE 3 Space Station Payload Activity
July 1982 - May 1983
• NASA field tenter and industry survey
• Seventy-eight experiments identified and grouped into 31
technology development missions (TDMs)
• TDM prioritization and time-phasing
• Preliminary definition of functional requirements
• Compilation into preliminary data base
Mav 2-6, 1983--Mission Svnthesis Worksho p I, LanRlev Research Center
• Mission requirements updating
March 5-8. 1984--Mission Svnthesis Worksho p 11. Ham p ton. Virginia
• Mission requirements updating of 21 of 31 TDMs
August 1984
• Individual experiments made TDMs to aid requirements validation
activity
September 24 - October 4, 1984--Mission Synthesis Workshop III,
WoodE Hole, Massachusetts
• Mission requirements updating of 53 of 69 TDMs using a revised
data base format
• Inclusion of international missions
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operations. (Twenty-seven specific missions .Pre identified for the
panel as being of current interest.) Ten bpeci'ic experiment er are
considered IOC priority items and are being reviewed by the jaC space
station program office. These experiments are (the "•" indicates a
potential mission driver):
-- spacecraft material performance
-- flight dynamics identification
•	 advanced radiator concepts
•	 solar thermodynamic power test facility
-- long-term cryogenic fluid storage
-- advanced adaptive control
•	 active optics technology
-- microelectronics data system
•	 advanced automation Technology
•	 orbital transfer vehicle technology
In addition, an effort is under way to assure that Lile space station
will provide data to validate analyses. The disciplines of interest
are structures, controls, structural dynamics, deployment and
assembly, and operations. Some human factors, related to assembly,
are being addressed but not the full subject.
Thia space effort is
Current Level C plans re
qualify the system and a
first year of operation.
people that the fuller s
station is essentially i
flight number 7). This
being reviewed with the Level C centers.
strict instrumentation to that required to
re covered in budget plans only through the
It is proposed by space station program
et of instrumentation be deferred until the
n its all-up IOC configuration (until about
matter needs to be resolved.
The present R&T program planning does not appear to reflect
adequately work on human factors, life-suppo ► e systems, power
generation, or basic fluid physics and chemistry. It was also noted
that the current experiment data base does not .fully reflect R&T
activity needed to advance automation and robotics.
The Space Station Office has programmed the following funds for
space station system utilization: FY 1985, $9.8 million; FY 1986,
$13.9 million; and FY 1987, $25 million. One-half of the funds are
allocated to user integration and operations. The technology
development program is funded at $1.5 million, $1.4 million, and $1.8
million, respectively. General user requirements (space sciences and
applications and commercial accommodations) equally share the reLt of
the funds. Thus, OAST and OSSA will be required to support their own
programs.
To help develop a realistic technology data base in FY 1985, OAST
has initiated an in-house experiment requirement review. This is
supported by special OSS-funded studies at Battelle and University
Sp.z:e Research Asscciates (USRA). NASA is also planning a series of
industry visits to stimulate industry involvement.
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The in-house review consists of a reexamination of the existing
data base developed in the December 1984 LaRC workshop. The wor".shop
identified payloads that ehould be flown prior to the space station
(one-third), payloads that should be flown on the IOC plus 2 years
(one-third), and payloads that should be flown on the growth station
(one-third). The reexamination involves reevaluation, prioritization,
and time-phasing. It also involves identification of voids and new
experiments. These data should be available by this summer.
The Battelle study, a 6-month, $135,000 effort, is directed at
identifying R&T facility requirements.	 It should be completed by
mid-summer and provide: an assessment of the RbT data base, Qpace
technology o:;ectives, definition cf an R&T pressurized facility and
experiments (some 51), and a time-phased plan fur the experiments.
The USRA study, a y -month, $75,000 effort, should result in s
report by late fb11. It :s directed at forming a user grout , of
government, industry, and universities. The activity wiil encomps,,s
an independent review of the existing data base, identification of
gaps and new experiments, and a workshop that can b,-^ covisld2 :e; tht
initiation of a user working group.
The industry visits are unaer way and should be completed by this
summer. Discussions have been directed at program planning and the
use of company independent research and development funds. Thus far,
industry interest and resronse has been very supportive. Pla.-is fcr
specific involvement are still to oe developed. It is propose) to
check with DOD to see if current program planning serves DOD R&T
interests. The L)OD's Strategic Defense Initiative group is sTonsoring
a university/industry meeting in June in Orlando, Florida to ;liscuss
R&T needs. LaRC will attend and review NASA's space station R&T data
base and plans.
All of this activity is directed to providing input to a workshop
scheduled to be held in August 1985. The workshop should produce a
realistic technology data bast for OAST review and action.
The program plan for FY 1986 includes new experiment accommodation
studies, high-priority experiment accommodation studies, and ;.n update
of the time-phased mission model.
The new experiments examination (about 10 experiments) should ')e
completed by early summer 1986. The NASA centers will direct this
effort, which is funded at $500,000.
The high-priority, experiment accommodation, mission driver studies
(6 to 8 experiments) will be supported by selected centers and funded
at $400,000. This work is scheduled fur completion by January 1986.
The mission model development will result in clustering and
Lime-phasing the experiments and their functional support requirements.
These data will be used to define the R&T facility accoimnodation
requirements. There is an oven question regarding the adequacy of
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this level of analysis as the basis for dedicating a module to
engineering R&T. Planned programs and real, approved, and funded
programs are two different things in the view of space station program
managers. To help in this regard, the LaRC RAT program people recom-
mend that a technology user committee be formed, possibly patterned
after the space station space science committee chaired For OSSA by
Peter Banks of Stanford University. It is believed that this could
help form a constituency and enhance program credibility and funding
from within and outside NASA.
Industrial Considerations--Stanley I. Weiss, Lockheed Missiles and
Space Company Discussion of the subject of industrial utilization of
the space station system for engineering R&T with interested and
involved colleagues at Lockheed did not result in thoughts much
different from those reflected in earlier studies by the ASEB and NASA
and some recent Lockheed/Arthur D. Little work. The following matters
do, however, warrant comment and attention:
• expansion of general engineering knowledge
• appiication of the space environment for space E:ciences and for
terrestrial uses and process modeling
• fundamental data bases
• laboratory data
• pr,;i. - of concepts
• space processes and manufacturing
• space station support facility
• incentives for industry
• limits to today's planning
In summary, these observations were made:
• General knowledge of the operating environment is important to allow
predictable design and performance of systems, couponents, and
payloads.
• Space applications technology relating to and dealing with material
processing is important.
• Understanding of the influences of gravity on processes is
important, i.e., physical, metallurgical, and chemical. Fundamental
data bases are needed. Space use as well as ground-based use of
these data for terrestrial processes through a better understanding
of fundamental phenomena are drivers. It should be possible to get
industry support for this activity. (The Aerospace Industry
Association of America is pursuing the issue of .joint ventures for
R&T and considering functioning as an operating entity for such
ventures.)
• The types of activity and data of interest to industry are
laboratory-type work related to proofs of concept, terrestrial
process modeling, and space processing and manufacturing.
• It is not certain that all potential users have a clear picture of
criteria for what is reasonable to do in space (versus ground-based
techniques) for commercial develo pments, e.g., high added value,
low weigh , , significantly high levels of productivity.
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• To use space effectively and efficiently, the experience base and
equipments need to be enhanced. The ability to segregate
parameters and repeat work, s milar to what is done in ground-based
laboratories, is essential. General infrastructures/capabilities
that facilitate broad use need to be identified and built.
• User incentives could help expand the user group and activity.
These services should be considered: free technical advice and
support, centers for commercialization, and low-cost facility
rental/leasing.
• At present, limited plans are the result, in part, of limited
experience with space, especially for new entrants to the field.
• Actions need to be taken to influence education. This is important
since the next 10 years will produce the new space users and
workers. This increases the importance and need for fundamental
data bases. These data bases shoulu include such factors as the
influence of impurities and plasticity on fundamental phenomena and
processes and the impact of space operations on crew behavior,
functioning, and accommodation.
Potential Industrial Uses--Earl G. Cole, Rockwell International
Addressed were research applications, technology developments, service
cost, and example missions.
With regard to research and technology, it is believed that most
company investments will be small, on the order of $0.5 million to $2
million, and will focus on experiments that must be conducted in space.
Some examples of small projects that can and will be funded out of
company independent research and development (IRD) funds relate to
special glasses, crystals and materials, flow phenomena in
three-dime<<sional heat pipes, and small sensor systems. Rockwell has
not found anything worth pursuing from pilot production considerations.
An area of obvious future interest is technology development and
overational demonstrations of components/systems for next generation
space missions.
Rockwell has developed a small fluid-experiments apparatus J EA),
an applied research tool, for basic work requiring a free-float zone.
Crew support is required to change experiments, (This is the class of
equipment that could support some of the basic RST issues addressed by
Weiss.)
The most promising in-space RAT activity for the longe- term
appears to be that related to future space missions (e.g., Lunar
colonies and Mars missions) that will involve long-term, isolated
operations that dictate the need for long-life systems and include the
production of food.
Other obvious technology development areas of interest include the
Fpace station itself, other large structural assemblies, and large
antennas and collectors/concentrators.
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A major question confronting the user is the cost of in-space R&T,
Private capitalization decisions depend directly on projected
cost/benefit assessments. What will it cost to fly on the space
station? What economic benefits will accrue? When?
NASA needs to identify at least the range of probable costs at an
early date to assist in identifying and building its constituency.
This should be done prior to Phase C/D. The cost should be identified
in sufficient detail to allow a realistic assessment of probable costs
for internal vehicular activity, external vehicular activity, power,
orbital maneuvering vehicles, facility residence time and location
(pressurized laboratory, attached platforms), and for other services
such as preparation and transport to and from the station. There may
well be a spectrum of costs for various types and classes of payloads.
Of course, politics and competition will influence pricing structure.
Rockwell has developed a strawman approach to costing so that
individual users can determine their investment posture (see attached
charts for Cole, Appendix B). The estimated costs for transportation
and services for a small, FEA class, 90-day experiment is approximately
$2 million; for a large antenna experiment, some $20 million. The
costs of the payloads themselves have to be added to these support
costs.
It is estimated that the company's small experiments will represent
a $20 million program in the 1995-1999 time frame--a factor of 10 in
growth from the 1980-1984 period. It is generally concluded that
industry has viable applications, that the market for the space
station system services will grow, and that service costs (which
should be identified early) will have a strong influence on user
demand.
The University Role--Laurence R. Young, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology There has been an increase in sensitivity to the need to
emphasize the astronautics part of aerospace in the educational
system. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and other
universities have addresseed this matter. R. F. Brodsky, in a white
paper titled "The Establishment of a New Accredited Undergraduate
Curriculum in Astronautical Engineering" for the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics' Space Systems Technical Committee, has
examined the issue and proposed a course of corrective action directed
at upgrading astronautical education and certification of astronautical
programs.
At MIT and other schools, the tendency has been to teach the
"getting into and back from" aspects of space with little attention to
what can be done and how it can be done in space. Little attention
has been given to gravity-related phenomena. For the most part,
people involved in space activity tend to be educated on the job and
not at the university. The fact that the employers--government and
industry--have not voiced concerti over this situation is an anomaly.
id
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It was noted that the Applied Physics Laboratory has focused its
space-oriented graduate training into discipline, rather than system,
areas. It has found this more effective since the laboratory needs
discipline specialists, not system engineers.
The universities, in addition to education, play a unique role in
research. They can be innovative and can undertake work of high risk
requiring intensive intellectual attention, and they generally do not
require large facilities.
In most aerospace engineering programs, space is an addendum to
aeronautics, not an equal partner. One problem has been the content,
scope, and availability of appropriate course work at both the
undergraduate and graduate levels. Another problem is the lack of
app-opriate faculty.
It is believed that NASA can help the universities resolve these
matters through support of predoctoral programs that include,
integrally, the development of curriculum material that can become
instructional material. This could be realized through the establish-
ment of a 1-year prestigious NASA space engineering fellowship
(teaching assistant) program specifically for: space engineering
course curricula and the definition and development of lecture notes
for the teaching of new space engineering courses. As part of the
fellowship program, spending one summer at a NASA center engaged in
research using unique facilities would be encouraged or requ
gain experience.
To encourage students and faculty to enter such a program
consideration could be given to:
e offering forgiveable loans (say for 2 years) to encourage
in the space field
• providing for the teaching of 2-week summer courses after
2-year program to disseminate the new material developed
program and to attract students to the space field
• providing funds for faculty to develop new space engineer
notes for space engineering curriculum development
It was estimated that it would take about $20,000 per stu
(possibly up to 0 million per year for 10 institutions) for
program to have an impact.
It was noted that NASA currently supports a graduate stud
program, which is described in the pamphlet "Graduate Studen
Researchers Program, _985" by the NASA Office of External Re
Washington, D.C. The program is directed at increasing the
"trained scientists and engineers in . . . space technology
the continuing needs of the national aerospace effort." The
supports about 80 graduate students in thesis resear(_: 3n NA
Identified work related to NASA programs. These graduate st
have access to unique NASA equipment and facilities and can
with NASA research personnel.
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The panel was in general agreement with the summary recommendation
of the presentation:
9 NASA is encouraged to establish a university predoctoral
traineeship program in space engineering with emphasis on
curriculum and teaching material development. As part of the
program, ties to NASA centers should be encouraged.
3
Discussion
This chapter reflects individual comments, not necessarily the
consensus, from the discussion at the meeting. The short statements
are organized, without attribution, according to planning and
budgeting, technical content, and the role of the Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology (OAST).
PLANNING AND BUDGETING
The statements that follow relate to program formulation, planning,
and the development of related budget estimates for program
implementation.
• The statements of objectives, strategy, and issues for the in-space
engineering research and technology development (R&T) program do
not reflect simply and clearly the thrust, approach to program
definition, and issues.
• The OAST objective, "To establish a program leading to broad
utilization of the space station . . .," does not draw attention to
the fact that the program is directed at building the technical
capability to utilize space more fully for scientific and applied
purposes. "Utilizatioii of the space station" is just part of the
means.
Part of the strategy for accomplishing the objective of building
technical capability is to involve others (universities, industry,
and other governmenL agencies) in the process of identifying and
implementing programs.
Other points that NASA should factor into a statement of
background, objectives, and strategy are the following:
-- Advances in space engineering technology development will be
required over an ex pended period of time.
-- In-space R&T is an integral/required part of the program.
-- NASA will have the capability and be in a unique position to
establish facilities in space to help the nation capitalize on
this capability.
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-- NASA/OAST has a responsibility and a charter to provide the
required leadership to develop the facilities and technology
program.*
• The original data base is being reworked and plans are in process
to involve the space engineering R&T community more heavily in the
idea-generating and review process. The basis for the plan appears
to be things that could be done not things that need to be done.
Thus, it is not clear that this program development process will be
successful without starting with realistic, probable missions and
related technology questions and issues that need to be resolved.
• The in-house and contracted R&T study effort does not build needed
constituency and advocacy nor broaden the idea data base. It does
not address the critical problem of funding. (On this latter
point, program costs were not addressed in the NASA presentations,
only near-term study budgets.)
• Industry should be stimulated to invest its independent research
and development (IR&D) funds in in-space R&T through independent,
joint, and/or integrated programs within industry and/or with NASA.
Programs should consider ground-based and Shuttle flight work,
not just use of the space station. NASA funding (seed money) and
aggress'.ve R&T program support would be keys to such stimulation.**
• NASA seed money will be followed by IR&D funds and further industry
investment. Thus, it is important for NASA to act as a catalyst.
The same is true for the universities.
• It is not apparent that NASA has fully exploited the opportunities
to use space to accelerate technology development. It is not clear
if this is a mind-set, flight opportunity, and/or funding
constraint problem.
• OAST's small budget is a matter of concern. It may be appropriate
for generic ground-based and limited space flight work but does not
appear to be adequate for this new thrust. Requirements need to be
identified and a strategy and approach developed to gain a more
appropriate budget posture for the full spectrum of activity,
including in-space research and technology development.
*Related material provided by D. P. Hearth, Appendix C: (a) Briefing
charts from NASA study of "NASA's Support of the Space Industry (and
DOD)," February 24, 1984; (b) James M. Beggs, NASA Administrator,
letter to NASA R&T management, April 3, 1984; and (c) "Study of U.S.
Industry Use of NASA In-Space Facilities for Technology Experiments,"
December 1984.
** Related commentary: "A Current Perspective on Space
Commercialization," Aerospace Industries Association of America,
Inc., April 1.985.
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• A matter related to payload definition and development is in-space
facility definition and outfitting and the development of related
program staff to support the effort.
• The definition and development of a funded program (with inputs
from the user community, universities, and NASA) is key to
competing with other users of in-space facilities and flight time.
• In aeronautics, NASA brings unique RAT capability to the table. In
space, there is an opportunity to develop and provide a similar
unique capability. This needs to be approached boldly, using the
constituency to help define future program and support needs that
include schedules and resources.
• At present, OAST's space R&T effort is supported by a budget of
about $145 million. About 40 to 50 percent is allocated for direct
charges; about 30 percent goes primarily for contracted support of
NASA programs. A small amount goes to universities; again much of
it is focused on direct support of NASA activity. Thought should
be given to providing more opportunities for new research and
technology developments.
• Regarding education, there is a need to involve more students in
real programs. This should be mere fully addressed by NASA and
industry with the universities.
TECHNICAL CONTENT
The statements that follow relate to the technical aspects of the
program.
• The materials presented dealt with the subiect of the meeting at a
high level. There was little technical substance, so it was not
possible to comment on and assess technical content.
• Because the themes identified by OAST are not complete in program
coverage nor in the detail, it is not possible to judge relative
priorities.
• There is a need to go to the technology user community to identify
and become sensitized to considerations and constraints that affect
the use of space for research, technology development, and commer-
cial applications, i.e., low-costs, high technical confidence, high
productivity, and unique products. User involvement is needed to
help ensure program breadth and utility and to provide constituency
and advocacy.
• It domes not appear that in-space flight for R&T has been fully
recognized as a needed part of the R&T program. This may be a
mind-set problem affecting R&T priorities in CAST and the NASA field
centers. Although OAST has a flight projects group, a separate
activity may be required to pursue the building of this program.
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• Projected large projects do not reflect an attempt to extract the
technical issues and tailor the ground and space flight activity to
resolve them without going to large experiments that are expensive
in time and resources.
• Constituency, as well as funding, is an important ingredient for
the establishment of a sound, useful space engineering research and
technology development program. NASA management needs to act on
both constituent and technology program development.
• A relationship that needs to be changed: the space industry looks
to NASA as a source of funds, not technology; NASA looks at
industry as a contractor, not as a user of technology.
• OAST's objective should be to identify technology issues regarding
space utilization and to help define, develop, and implement R&T
programs (ground and flight) to resolve the issues and develop the
technology data base. Some related issues are the following:
-- lack of an effective outside constituency and related support
-	 slow definition and development of the program
-- lack of an adequate budget to support appropriate engineering
RAT activity
Actions that can be taken (and may be under way) are the following:
-- more ful-y using space flight opportunities for R&T
-- start up a competitive "program opportunity notice" activity to
stimulate universities and industry
-- develop outside principal investigator teams and consider peer
review for selection of projects, including NASA projected
activity
-- fund activity through the discipline groups at the centers to
build relationships between the NASA staff and principal
investigators
-- collect research and technology data on the space station
system during assembly and growth (this should be given high
priority)
-- take positive steps to identify and implement a space
engineering research and technology development program plan
-- follow through on the idea of forming an analog of the space
station committee of the Office of Space Science and
Applications (OSSA) to assist in the definition, review, and
development of OAST's program, a continuing process. The
program should cover the engineering technology requirements of
the science and applications programs.
-- include work on longer term missions, beyond the initial and
growth space station system
-- pursue both fundamental and applied R&T
ROLE OF OAST
The following comments relate to the role OAST should have in the
definition, development, and implementation of in-space engineering
R& t.
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• The nation is in the process of building a space facility for
nationalistic reasons. The space science and applications communi-
ties are providing their requirements to the system designers
through the use of a network of constituents developed over a
period of some 25 years. A space engineering constituency network
has not evolved or been organized and used to generate and support
engineering technology needs. This should be done.
• It is a fact that, in most instances, technology development
activity is promulgated and supported within projects and not by
OAST. The question is whether or not this is the appropriate way
to develop technology, i.e., tie technology development close to
the need, user, and project. This appears to be the high-risk,
expensive way to support projects and leads to conservative
technology development and application. This has been a
long-standing problem and issue that should be addressed again.
• Most of the principal investigators are NASA employees. NASA is
interested in expanding its principal investigator base and,
through this, the content of the program.
An idea NASA could consider to help expand the principal investi-
gator base is to make use of NASA's announcements of opportunities
for competitive space RST work.
The program could start at about the $10 million level split
evenly between universities and industry. Initially, this effort
would support small experiments under the management of NASA center
discipline groups. Future work could be expected to grow in
complexity, size, and funding.
To give the effort a quick start and show OAST's serious
intention, the initial funding should come from the current budget.
• The theme idea is a way to consolidate and display the projected
program. The themes are not comprehensive enough to reflect
important technology content. Significant missing themes, at
present, are electric power systems and crew-related factors.
There may be others.
In building the themes, OAST should be careful not to confuse
budget packaging with technical program development.
• RST studies to date do not appear to support the need for a
dedicated facility (module) for the initial space station. Another
observation is that the RST program base needs to be broadened to
provide better insight to future engineering RST needs and user
interests. A dedicated in-space RST laboratory could be expected
to evolve and become part of the growth station. OAST needs to
move expeditiously to develop an in-apace RST program.
o The panel discussed the material contained in Appendix D, related
to an OSSA task force on scientific uses of the space station, in
considering OAST's request to form a committee of the Aeronautics
and Space Engineering Board (ASEB) to serve OAST on the subject of
in-spe.e RST. It was concluded that:
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-- The OSSA task force has a constituency and credibility from
past related activity.
-- The task force charter could be adapted for OAST.
-- The panel supports the concept of a committee for in-space
engineering research and technology development, but it
believes the issue of ASEB involvement should be taken up
directly with the ASEB and that OAS. should develop a statement
of objectives to focus deliberation.
4
Surnmary Observations
Following the presentations and general discussion, the panel
developed its observations. These observations are presented In this
chapter in the form of simple summaries addressing premises,
n')Jectives, issues, and strategies. Also presented in this chapter
ar ,. responses to the Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology's
(OAST's) questions to the panel.
PREMISES
• Advances in technology will continue to be required for more
effective operations in and for the use of space.
• Space technology research and development requires experiments
conducted in space.
• NASA has the national responsibili'y for conducting and stimulating
space technology research and development and for providing support
in space for such activity.
• NASA has and will have unique national facilities for space
technology experiments.
• OAST should provide leadership for the definition and development
of required experiments to support the engineering technology needs
of the user industry, other government agencies, and universities,
as well as its own laboratories for all in-space engineering R&T.
OBJECTIVES
• Expand the engineering R&T data base to enhance the operations in
and utilization of space.
• Define, develop, and implement appropriate space engineering and
technology development programs, and, as required, develop
facilities for in-space engineering R&T.
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ISSUES
• There is a lack of an outside engineering R&T users constituency
comprised of universities, industry, and other government agencies.
• Current NASA culture does not appear to recognize fully the value
of in-space R&T development. (This is reflected in the lack of R&T
use of current flight hardware.)
• The funds for in-space R&T program development and implementation
are inadequate.
STRATEGIES
Immediate Activity
• Allocate $10 million per year, starting in FY 1986, from the OAST
space budget (growing as appropriate in later years) to develop a
network of academic, industry, and other government agency principal
investigators for ii-space engineering R&T activity. The $10
million should be equally divided between a:ademia (fully funded)
and industry (matching funds). Academia funding should be a
mi.^imum of about $100,000 per task.
• Include development of space engineering curriculum and related
teaching materials in the university program effort.
• Establish a competitive process using peer review procedures to
select candidate experiments.
• Distribute funds to principal investigators through discipline
organizations in the NASA/OAST field center discipline offices.
• Act on the NASA management directive to de:ine and implement a
program. Include development and use of a constituency.
• Include in the program the collection of research quality data on
the space station during assembly and initial operation. Make
timely use of the outside community. Give tle program 1-igh
priority.
• Act on the establishment of an analog of the OSSA's space station
space sciences committee. The OAST committee would be established
to review and advise on program planning and implementation and to
examine progress periodically against plans.
Future Activity
e OAST needs to continue its effort with user groups to determine the
scope and the nature of future in-space facilities required to
support the kinds of engineering R6T anticipated. The specifica-
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tions, like those for a wind tunnel, need only address project(
general accommodations and support needs. It should be assume(
that special R&T services will be provided by the users.
• OAST, in concert with the NASA research centers and outside groups,
should develop a long-range plan for in-space technology flight
experiments.
• Future plans should include attention to fundamental as well as
applied engineering research.
• Flight opportunities for engineering research data should be
continually studied, evaluated, and implemented by OAST and its
constituency and results published.
• Space flight experiments should be obtained competitively from tiie
principal iiiv ,^stigator community (universities, industry, and other
government agencies as well as from NASA centers).
RESPONSES TO OAST'S QUESTIONS
In amplifying the panel's task statement, OAST asked the following
questions:
• Are new planning and budgeting strategies required?
• Will (should) a single agency support the in-space R&T program?
• How specific should the R&T definition wotk be? The space stat on
operational flight is some 8 to 10 years away.
• Is there a technology community akin to ti:e "science community"?
How can OAST organize and represent his community?
• What is OAST's role in the selection and conduct of R&T in the
space station system?
• What specific and general comments are there regarding the present
technical- content of the program?
These questions were not addressed directly by the panel at the
meeting. however, the panel's observations and comments provide Zhe
basis for the following responses that have been reviewed individually
be the memters of the panel.
New planning and budgeting strategies are required. The planning
needs to involve tha user community (industry, government, and
universities) more actively as well as the NASA centers. An integral
part of this planning involves the development of the appropriate
infrastructure of users for payload and budget definition. The plans
need to identify budgets, sources, and the actions required to gain
budget support. The planning needs to cover current approved program
needs, high probability extensions, and new starts as well as new
unassociated ideas and concepts.
An in-space R&T program developed and managed '); a single agency
(not including facilities) is not believed to be appropriate. A
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single agency cannot serve, nor would it be supported by, the civil
and defense interests of the nation. The idea of a single operating
and support agency (much like NASA for unique aeronautics R&T
facilities) does have merit. It is believed that an activity that
centralized facility planning and development and provided
consultation and support to the user community would be supported by
program constituents.
Whether the Space Station Office or OAST "under contract" to the
Space Station Office carries this responsibility is an issue.
The degree of specificity of support for R&T activity, including
time phasing cannot be generalized. Specificity, of course, is a
function of the particular RAT program and its complexity, including
precursor analytical, ground-based, and flight work to prepare for
space station flight. It is clear that major investments in precursor
work and space station flight hardware should not be made unless there
is assurance of a position on the payload/operations manifest. Each
situation will have to be judged on its own merits and levels of
uncertainty.
The technology community akin to the science and applications
community can be organized and represented by OAST. The technology
community consists of space users and R&T contributors, i.e.,
industry, universities, other government agencies, and the NASA
centers. Through individual dialogue, in-house and contracted
studies, and joint planning efforts, OAST can and should serve the
role of integrating and developing representative plans and programs.
These can be reviewed and critiqued by a group of reasonably
high-level representatives from the constituent groups constituted for
this purpose. The results of these reviews would be used by the
constituents to guide the development of their programs. OAST could
use these data to guide its own R&T program and to define and develop
appropriate national facilities, including the space station, to
support projected needs.
OAST's role = n the selection and conduct of RAT in the space
station should parallel that of work in aeronautical facilities.
Approval and support (including financial) should be a function of the
importance of the proposed work and public availability of the data.
If the proposed work is proprietary or for DOD, it should be treated
as is related aeronautical work where merit, available time, payment,
DOD request, and data availability are some of the factors considered
in selection and support.
Program technical content cannot be judged because of the limited
detail present.	 to the panel. In general, the right kinds of things
are being proposed, but examining the themes indicates they are not
complete. In the case of very large systems, there is some concern
that possibly too little thought has been given to identifying key
technology issues and to looking for simple ways to resolve the issues
without going to large complex structural and system test articles.
J
Closing Comments
Although NASA has been examining engineering technology missions
for space stations through in-house and contracted studies and
workshops that included industry and foreign inputs, a firm funded
program has not evolved. This is due, in Fart, to the fact that the
thrust o ` this effort has been directed at scoping onboard space
station engineering research and technology (R&T) accommodation
requirements and not necessarily at defining a definitive in-space R&T
program.
These requirements are being integrated with the projected
requirements of other users (commercial, space sciences and
applications, foreign governments, and potentially DOD) and used by
the space station program office to develop preliminary R&T support
specification for the initial and growth space station.
At this point, the Office of Space Station (OSS) has assigned a low
rating to the probability that the Office of Aeronautics and Space
Technology (OAST) and the constituency represented in the planning
will be able to fund the projected space engineering research and
technology development program. Although OSS notes that the system
requirements identified by other users cover the OAST R&T so that most
of the missions identified could be accommodated, of concern is the
fact that there is little confidence that the program will be funded
and produce payloads. It is of paramount importance that a meaningful
R&T program be identified and supported. The work on the Shuttle
represents a start that should be built on. The space station itself
is part of the next set of R&T targets.
In past space flight developments, relatively little attention, was
paid to the spacecraft at , a research and technology development
subject. The space station system represents too Rreat an R&T
opportunity for all technology disciplines to allow it to slip away,
as has happened in other space flight developments. The space station
system should be treated as a research airplane. Design issues,
instrumentation, and test protocol should be identified and integrated
into the design, development, and early operational activity. Now
3]
-	 -	
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will be the least expensive and most effective time to address and
implement such a program.
OAST needs to involve the community of users, including the
universities, in the broad R&T effort. This might best be done by
OAST taking the lead in the development of a strawman program plan,
starting wi t-h technical issues stemming frcm realistic space flight
system projections. This plan could be the basis for an indepth
technical workshop with outside and inside experts to review, advise,
and refine the gross plans. To make the plan real, schedules, budgets,
and budget sources should be identified and appropriate levels of
approval obtained. It would be most desirable to complete this
realistic scoping effort before the second part of the space station
Phase B (preliminary design) study gets under way early next year.
However it is done, OAST needs to identify for itself, and the
space station program, the engineering technology research and
development program (in terms of needs, need for in-space work, and
related activity) that is to be funded. The timing here is critical
in terms of identifying the probable real program in time to affect_
the preliminary design part of Phase B. Input from the user
community, including DOD, should be pursued.
If properly exercised, this activity will serve to strenR,-hen
OAST's efforts to build the constituency that it needs to represent.
However, other actions are warranted. These actions involve seeding
space engineering research and technology development within the
universities and industry; involving other governmen t_ agencies and
serving their interests; and establishing a review, assessment, and
advisory group that follows program definition, development, and
implementation on a continuing basis.
Other matters that should be given attention include: more
emphasis on basic R&T to build the understanding of the effects of
space flight and operations environment on basic phenomena; estimation
of costs for the conduct of in-space R&T so that options can be
assessed and investment decisions made; promulgation of university
activity to support the development of astronautics courses and
related instructional material; and assistance in the broadening of
the R&T base through the tool of announcements cf in-space R&T
opportunities.
The panel is appreciative of the support provided by NASA personnel
and their active participation in the meeting. Panel members
expressed a continuing interest in the development of the program and
a willingness to meet at a later date to review and assess progress.
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Stanley Weiss, Lockheed
Ineustrial Considerations for Space Station Research and Technology
• Unique environment to expand general engineering knowledge
• Space applications
• Terrestrial applications
• FuAamental data bases
• Laboratory data
• Proof of concepts
• Terrestrial process modeling
i Space processes and manufacturing
• The space station support facility
V incentives to industry use
• Limits to our plans of todav
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NASA'S SUPPORT OF THE "SPACE INDUSTRY"1
INTRODUCTION
For many years, the NACA/NASA Aeronautics R&T program has made sizeable
contributions to the development of aviation in the United States. These
contributions have arisen both from the application of NACA/NASA research by
industry and `rom a close working relationship between industry and NACA/NASA.
The situation in Space is significantly different. For many years, the NASA
space flight program has been the dominant space flight program in the United
States. Thus, the NASA Space R&T program quite naturally was directed at the
Agency's future space missions. In recent years, however, the military and
co=ercial space flight programs have grown to be larger than NASA's program.
:;A6A's Space R&T, however, I has not res?)onded to this "market" a?d does not
support the Space Industry as it does the Aeronautics Industry . This
situation has lead to tha following questions:
1) Should NASA support the Space Industry as it does the npronautics
Industry?
2) Is the NASA Space R&T budget adequate to provide this support?
3) What are the obstacles (other than funding) to NASA providing such
support and what might NASA do to overcome the obstacles?
'.he first andsecond questions were examined at the 1982 Woods Hole
Su—er Study conducted by the National Academy; in summary, the answers were
"`.'es" to the first question and "No" to the second. The third question was
the subject of two meetings held with industry and university representatives
in January 1984. This paper summarizes the January 1984 meetings.
OVTRVIEW
There are significant "cultural" differences between Aeronautics and
Space largely resulting from how NACA/NASA and the two industry groups have
evolved. in the case of Aeronautics, NACA/NASA and the Industry developed
very much as technical colleagues. In Space, however, the relationship has
been one of NASA being a mission/contracting agency and the Space Industry
being its contractors. For NASA to support the industry, both organizations
Wurt believe that industry is NASP s customer — while this is the cci=on
attitude in Aeronautics, It is not the attitude of either NASA or the industry
in the case of Space. The NASA/DOD relationship in Space is also different
than the relationship between NASA and DOD in Aeronautics. For over 60 years,
the DOD has understood and has supported NASA's Aeronautics role. Thus, many
cooperative Aeronautics programs exist between DOD and NASA, and DOD
encourages their contractors to have close working relationships with NASA.
";ie common attitude of DOD toward NASA's space role is similar to that of the
Space Industry. Consequently, the DOD Space organizations have not encouraged
I Includes DOD
2
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their contractors to solicit technical support from NASA as have their
Aeronautics colleagues in DOD.
This situation is exacerbated by the lack of a clear NASA statement on
the Agency's role in providing RbT eupport to the Space industry for non—NASA
missions. In addition, there is leas willingness within the Space Industry.
than there is in the Aeronautics Industry, to share technology between
individual companies.
The cultural differences summarized above are the bases of many of -the
obstacles identified in the January 1984 meetings. The general view of the
people attending these meetings is that :NASA cannot expect to support the
Space industry exactly as it does the Aeronautics industry, However, the
attendees do believe that NASA can and should, in its relationships with the
Space Industry, move much closer to the type of relationship it has with the
Aeronautics indust ry. With an increase in NASA's Space Rb, budget and with
the actions outlined below, the meeting attendees believe that substantive
progress can be realized in reaching this objective.
OBSTACL E S A.ti'D ACTIONS `
• Facilities
,he NASA Centers have many unique facilities for Aeronautics R&D. These
ser•.•e as magnets to industry and have contributed significantly to the
development of close NASA/industry relationships. This has, in turn.
resulted in a recognition by the Aeronautics Industry of NASA's in—house
capabilities, increased willingness/desire of the Aeronautics Industry to
solicit and- accept NASA's help during the R&D cycle, and a strong impact
of the industry on the content of NASA's Aeronautics Program. On the
other hand, most major Space Companies have their own facilities and
rarely are dependent on NASA's Space facilities (exceptions include
launch and atmospheric entry facilities). Thus, NASA does not generally
have unique Space facilities to serve as magnets to Industry. This has
deterred the development of the same type of NASA/Industry relationships
in Space that have developed in Aeronautics. In addition. Industry is
usually concerned with NASA building in—house facilities for the final
assembly and test of space flight hardware.
Actions
1)	 NASA should better exploit those NASA space facilities that are
unique. In particular, the capability of conducting in space
experiments on the Shut.le and the Space Station for the development
of technology for NASA, DOD, and the Space Industry should be fully
exploited. NASA should manage the use of these "facilities" for
this purpose much as it does its Aeronautics facilities. For
example, the leadership on the use of in space facilities for
2Not in priority order.
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tc ^hnology experiments should be assigned to the research elements
of NASA and all possible steps should be taken to mike It worthwhile
for experimenters from NASA, DOD, and the Industry to use them as
national test facilitie ► .
• Conflict of Interest
In Aeronautics. NASA's role is one of R&T which supports civil and
military aviation; in Space, NASA has a major role in missions of its own
and, in some cases, NASA Centers are viewed by Industry as competitors
for space flight hardware. Consequently, a major portion of the NASA
Space R&T is directed at its own missions and does not adequately reflect
the DOD/Industry R&T needs for non-NASA missions. This is exacerbated by
a significant portion of the NASA Space RLT being performed by NASA
Centers which also have responsibilities for NASA Space missions and
development programs.
Actions
2) The NASA Administrator should clearly state that NASA's role
includes R&T support, in selected technologies, of the DOD and the
Space Industry for non-NASA missions in a manner similar to the NASA
role in Aeronautics.
3) The Office of the Secretary for Defense should support this NASA
role in Space R&T, communicate its position to their contractors in
the Space Industry, and actively encourage the development of
technical relationships by DOD and its contractors with NASA.
4) The NASA Centers should closely monitor the IRSD programs of the
Space Industry. This will provide NASA with an increased
understanding of Industry's RIAT programs and will send Industry the
message that "NASA cares."
S)	 Space R&T should be primarily conducted in NASA's Research Centers;
these Centers should emphasize their research roles in Space as they
do in Aeronautics (for example, they should limit their space flight
project management responsibilities).
• ?ro2ram Content/Centers of Excellence
In Aeronautics, the predominant view at DOD and the Industry is that NASA
RLT is a national leader. In Space, however, the predominant view of DOD
and the Space Industry is that the NASA Space R&T is, in many cases, a
follower to Industry R&T in those technologies which are applicable to
non-NASA missions. It is felt that NASA cannot, and should not, be a
Space R&T leader in all disciplines and systems applicable to nou-NASA
missions. However, NASA can be, and should be, a leader in selective
disciplines and systems. In addition. NASA has been too liberal in the
use of the term "Center of Excellence" and its Space R&T program is
performed by too many NASA Centers for the resources available.
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Actions
6) NASA, with the assistance of DOD and the Space Industry, should
select technologies for which NASA should be the national R&T
leader; where appropriate, NASA should concentrate on "emerging
technologies" which will "leap frog" current space systems. In
addition, NAS,' should aggressively pursue only thcse technologies
uni que to space which are not being accelerated by non aero-space
applicatieas. NASA should make its facility investments and
resuurc2 allocation decisions consistent with these selections. It
is recognized that NASA's Space R&T must include most Space related
disciplines and s ystems. Nevertheless, NASA should not attempt to
be a national Space R&T leader in all cases.
7) NASA should be very selective in citing an in-house NASA capability
as a "Center of Excellence." Not all R&T capabilities at the NASA
Centers need be considered "Centers of Excellence" and NASA
Headquarters should, if the R&T is required, be supportive even of
those Space R&T capabilities that are not identified as a "Center of
Excellence."
8) The user segments of the DOD and the Space Industry should have a
larger role in planning the content of the NASA Space R&T Program.
9) The NASA Centers engaged in Space R&T should develop cooperative
programs and technical relations with the Space DOD and the Space
Industry similar to what NASA has with the Aercnautics DOD and the
Aeronautics Industry.
• Ca=unicacions and Marketing
NASA does not effectively market its Space R&T and in-house space
capabilities to that portion of the Space industry which is predominantly
engaged in commercial and military Space Programs. NASA dues not have
the magnet facilities in Space that it has in Aeronautics and the
NASA/Industry relationship is different in Space than it is in
Aeronautics. Thus, the need for NASA marketing its capabilities is
greater in Space than it is in Aeronautics; yet, NASA is less effective
in Space than it is in aeronautics. Another factor is that a number of
technology advances • --.;It from NASA Space Flight Projects conducted by
NASA's Development Centers. Generally, these results are not
disseminated to Industry as effectively ad Aeronautical R&T results are
disseminated.
Actions
10) NASA should aggressively market its Space R&T capabilities to the
Space organizations of DOD and to the Space Industry. This requires
in plant visits to Industry management and technologists.
11) The quality of NASA conferences on Space technology should be
improved and specifically designed to attract the technologists from
the Space Industry to attend the NASA conferences.
12) NASA should provide incentives to its space project technologists to
transfer, on a timely basis, major technological advances to the
Space Industry.
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@ Funding Level
While not an agenda item of the Januar7 1984 meetings, the adequacy of
the NASA Space R&T funding level was discuss@'. The general conclusion
was that current levels are too law if NASA is to provide the support
discussed above.
Actions
13) NASA should seek innovative sources of Space R&T funding that are
separate from the annual budget cycle (exa=ple -- an analog? to the
Highway Trust Fund'.).
14) NASA should increase its Space R&T budget in order to selectively
build up in-house capabilities and to increase the out-of-house
components (including at the universities) of the in-house NASA
programs.
i»
PARTICIPANTS
Mac Adams ------ - DOD, Formerly AVCO b NASA
Ray Bisplinghoff -- Formerly NASA
Ed Cortright	 Formerly Lockheed b NASA
Don Fraser	 Draper Labs; SSTAC Subcomm. Chr.
Joe Gavin	 - Grumman
John Hedgepeth	 ASTRO; SSTAC Subcomm. Chr.
Dick Heppe —
	
Lockheed; ASEB
Roy Jackson ---- Northrop. Formerly NASA
Jack Rerrebrock -- HIT. Formerly NASA
Art Mager	 Formerly Aerospace; SAAC Chr.
Jerry Molitor
	
Hughes; SSTAC Subcomm. Chr.
Fritz Oder ------- Lockheed
Adrain O'Neal	 - McDonnell Douglas; SSTAC Subcomm. Chr.
Bob Seamans	 MIT, Formerly Air Force & NASA
Joe Shea ------- RaytLeon, Formerly NASA; ASEB Chr.
Roy Smelt	 Formerly Lockheed
Bob Walquist	 TRW; SSTAC Chr.
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Ctt ce of the Aom nistrator	 APR 3
	 1984
TO: Directors, NASA Field Installations
Director, Jet Propulsion, Laboratory
Officials-in-Charge of Program Offices
FROM:	 A/Administrator
SUBJECT: A Broader Role for Space Technology
As you know, we have been seeking greater involvement and
participation of industry and the university community in our
Space Technology program. Recently, Don Hearth assembled a small
group of national leaders of the aerospace community to explore
some of the obstacles to NASA support of DOD and the space
industry and to recommend specific actions that we can take to
mitigate those obstacles. A short summary paper of their
findings and recommendations is enclosed.
I support all of these recommendations, but I want to address
explicitly the second recommended action pertaining to technology
support for non -NASA missions. In technology areas where we have
unique facilities and expertise to offer, it will be NASA's
policy to support the DOD and the space industry through
cooperative R&T programs just as we do in Aeronautics. The NASA
Charter clearly supports that role.
There is one area where I think we can be particulary effective
in establishing closer ties with the industry in technology
development and that is in the use of the Shuttle to provide
access for in-space experiments. Furthermore, such activities
will establish a way of doing business that leads quite naturally
into use of the Spa_a Station as a research center in space for
technology and engineering experiments in zero gravity.
To begin implementing this policy, I have asked Jack Mart o n to
increase our emphasis on in-space flight experiments; to
encoura ge the Centers, particularly the Research Centers, to
initiate cooperative R&T programs with industry in areas where
industry has expressed a need and where NASA can demonstrate both
its willingness and ability to help; and finally, to work with
industry and DOD to select those areas for which NASA should be
the national R&T leader.
NitECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FLIED
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I expect that there will be f>>rther discussion of this topic at
the Joint Policy Review Committee/Center Director meeting on
A ril 9.
James M. eg J
Enclosure
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Background on the Space and Earth Science
Advisory Committee (SESAC) Task Force on
Scientific Uses of the Space Station
• NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications has established an
advisory committee on space station.
• The committee is created under the auspices of an already existing
advisory committee: The Space and Ear,.h Science Advisory Committee.
• This new committee is called "The SESAC Task Force on Scientific
Uses of the Space Station.'
• It i.a chaired by Peter M. Banks, Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Director of Space, Telecommunications and Radioscience
Labo.atory (STARLAB) at Stanford University.
• The Banks committee has four important tasks:
-- assist NASA in planning the scientific utility of the station,
-- act as focal point for scientific input into space station
activities,
-- aid in understanding relationship between new capabilities ane
the existing science and applications pcogram, and
-- periodically update scientific requirements.
• The committee consists of about 20 U.S. ecientists and several
international observers.
'The report of SESAC Task Force meeting from August 13-17, 1984:
"The Task Force on Scientific Uses of Space Station
(TFSUSS) is organized under the NASA Advisory Council as a
sub-group of the Space and Earth Science Advisory Committee
(SESAC). The responsibilities of the Task Force include,
among others providing NASA with assistance in planning
for the scientific utility of Space Station, helping NASA
to define the relationsnip between Space Station and the
existing program of space research, and ecting as a focal
point for the general interests of the national research
community in developments relating to Space Station."
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